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Abstract: Chronic kidney disease-mineral bone disorder is frequent in patients with renal 

failure. It is characterized by abnormalities in mineral and bone metabolism with resulting 

hyperphosphatemia, low serum vitamin D, secondary hyperparathyroidism, altered bone 

morphology and strength, higher risk of bone fractures, and development of vascular or other 

soft tissue calcifications. Besides the recommendation to reduce phosphorus dietary intake, 

many drugs are currently available for the treatment of calcium/phosphate imbalance. Among 

them, phosphate binders represent a milestone. Calcium-based binders (calcium carbonate, 

calcium acetate) are effective in lowering serum phosphate, but their use has been associated 

with an increased risk of hypercalcemia and calcifications. Calcium-free binders (sevelamer 

hydrochloride, sevelamer carbonate, and lanthanum carbonate) are equally or slightly less 

effective than calcium-containing compounds. They would not induce an increase in calcium 

levels but may have relevant side effects, including gastrointestinal symptoms for sevelamer 

and risk of tissue accumulation for lanthanum. Accordingly, new phosphate binders are under 

investigation and some of them have already been approved. A promising option is sucroferric 

oxyhydroxide (Velphoro®, PA21), an iron-based phosphate binder consisting of a mixture of 

polynuclear iron(III)-oxyhydroxide, sucrose, and starches. The present review is focused on 

pharmacology, mode of action, and pharmacokinetics of sucroferric oxyhydroxide, with a dis-

cussion on comparative efficacy, safety, and tolerability studies of this drug in chronic kidney 

disease and patient perspectives such as quality of life, satisfaction, and acceptability. Sucrofer-

ric oxyhydroxide has proven to be as effective as sevelamer in reducing phosphatemia with a 

similar safety profile and lower pill burden. Experimental and clinical studies have documented 

a minimal percentage of iron absorption without inducing toxicity. In conclusion, the overall 

benefit–risk balance of sucroferric oxyhydroxide is deemed to be positive, and this new drug 

may therefore represent a good alternative to traditional phosphate binders for the treatment of 

hyperphosphatemia in dialysis patients.

Keywords: chronic kidney disease-mineral bone disorder, CKD-MBD, iron(III)-oxyhydroxide, 
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Introduction to the epidemiology and management 
issues in CKD
Chronic kidney disease (CKD), defined by the presence of kidney damage and/or 

reduced function for a period greater than 3 months, is an increasingly relevant public 

health problem all over the world. According to a very recent systematic analysis, in 

2010 the global prevalence of CKD in adults was 10.4% in men and 11.8% in women, 

with lower values in more developed countries and higher values in low- and middle-

income countries.1
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The incidence of the disease rises with age and it is 

expected to further increase with gradual population aging.2 

Other major risk factors for reduced kidney function include: 

hyperuricemia, proteinuria, urinary malignancies, anemia, 

stroke, arterial hypertension, presence of renal cysts, female 

sex, smoking, and coronary artery disease.3–5

Whereas in the past CKD was primarily a consequence 

of glomerulonephritis and interstitial nephritis, presently 

the leading causes of renal failure are diabetes mellitus and 

hypertension.6,7 In particular, it is estimated that the preva-

lence of diabetic CKD stage 5 in European countries will 

increase 3.2% per year up to 2025.8

CKD shows a natural tendency to evolve toward end-

stage renal disease, although this occurs with different 

times depending on the underlying etiology, and patients are 

burdened with a greater risk of comorbidities and mortality 

than general population, especially due to poor cardiovascular 

outcomes. Indeed, CKD patients frequently develop left 

ventricular hypertrophy, hypertension, valvular heart disease, 

left ventricular systolic failure, diastolic failure, arrhythmias, 

accelerated atherosclerosis progression, ischemic artery 

disease, and sudden cardiac death.9–13

Some therapeutic strategies, such as the blockage of renin-

angiotensin-aldosterone system, allow to slow down but not 

to fully halt CKD progression. For this reason, other potential 

treatments are currently under investigation but conclusive 

results are still lacking.14 Conversely, nephrologists are pro-

vided with validated medications to well enough control 

CKD complications including anemia, metabolic acidosis, 

hyperkalemia, and calcium/phosphate imbalance. Even so, 

researchers are ever looking for new treatment options in order 

to improve therapeutic effectiveness and solve important con-

cerns regarding some adverse effects induced by the currently 

used drugs. An example is recombinant human erythropoietin 

that in the 80s definitely revolutionized the treatment of anemia, 

previously requiring frequent blood transfusions.15 Despite the 

obvious benefits for the management of anemia due to CKD, 

some safety issues secondary to erythropoietin administration 

are still open and not easily resolvable. They are especially 

related to the risk for cancer progression, since erythropoietin 

acts as a cell growth factor, and to the potential unfavorable 

cardio- and cerebrovascular outcomes because of the increase 

in hematocrit, blood pressure, and thrombopoiesis.15–18

Focusing on calcium/phosphate metabolism, patients with 

progressive renal function impairment commonly develop 

the so-called CKD-mineral bone disorder (CKD-MBD), 

a syndrome characterized by abnormalities in mineral and 

bone metabolism with resulting altered bone morphology 

and strength, higher risk of bone fractures, and formation 

of vascular or other soft tissue calcifications. From a bio-

chemical point of view calcium, phosphorus, parathyroid 

hormone, and vitamin D serum levels are often outside the 

physiological range.19,20

A significant role in the pathophysiology of CKD-MBD is 

also played by klotho and fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23). 

Klotho is a FGF23 tissue coreceptor and tends to decrease as 

renal function declines.21 This probably represents the first 

alteration to appear and also the factor responsible for progres-

sive peripheral resistance to FGF23,22 a phosphaturic hormone 

produced by osteoblasts and osteocytes. As a result, FGF23 

serum levels rise. At first, this is a compensatory mechanism 

aimed at inducing phosphaturia; however, with time FGF23 

increase turns out to contribute to CKD-MBD pathogenesis 

because it inhibits 1α-hydroxylase activity at the renal level 

so reducing 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 expression. The con-

sequences are the following: secondary hyperparathyroidism, 

altered phosphorus and calcium serum levels, increased bone 

remodeling, vascular calcifications, and further FGF23 produc-

tion.23 Moreover, high FGF23 is an important risk factor for 

cardiovascular disease since it has been associated with left 

ventricular hypertrophy, activation of the renin-angiotensin 

system, increased sodium absorption in the renal distal tubules 

with subsequent sodium retention and volume expansion, 

increased markers of inflammation, and oxidative stress.24

The control of serum phosphate and FGF23 levels in 

CKD patients is therefore essential to preserve bone mineral 

content, prevent hyperparathyroidism, and reduce cardiovas-

cular risk. It is noteworthy that not only food but also several 

drugs are a source of absorbable phosphate.25

Outline of current and emerging 
treatment options for CKD with 
reference to phosphate binders
Besides the recommendation to reduce the dietary intake 

of phosphorus, many drugs are currently available for the 

treatment of CKD-MBD; they include vitamin D sterols 

(calcitriol, cholecalciferol, ergocalciferol), active vitamin D 

analogs (paricalcitol, doxercalciferol, alfacalcidol), calcimi-

metics (cinacalcet), and phosphate binders. According to the 

purposes of this review, attention will be focused on the last 

class of medications.

Their mechanism of action is based on the binding of 

dietary phosphate within the gastrointestinal lumen to pre-

vent its absorption. Depending on the presence or absence of 

calcium in their molecular structure, phosphate binders can 

be classified as calcium-based and calcium-free.23,26
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Calcium-containing compounds (calcium carbonate, 

calcium acetate) have proven to be efficient in lowering 

serum phosphate concentrations. However, an increased risk 

of hypercalcemia, positive calcium balance, and develop-

ment of vascular calcifications has been observed in patients 

receiving these drugs.27

Calcium-free binders (sevelamer hydrochloride, seve-

lamer carbonate, lanthanum carbonate) are equally or slightly 

less effective than calcium-based binders and their use does 

not seem to be associated with high calcium levels: this would 

reduce the risk for vascular calcifications.28–31 Nevertheless, 

calcium-free phosphate binders are also burdened with clini-

cally significant side effects. Sevelamer carbonate may cause 

gastrointestinal adverse events including nausea, vomiting, 

dyspepsia, abdominal pain, and changes in bowel habits.32 

Lanthanum carbonate appears to be well tolerated in the short 

to medium term except for a higher rate of vomiting, but there 

is the risk of lanthanum accumulation especially in bone and 

liver. Although some experimental and clinical studies sug-

gest that lanthanum carbonate is fairly safe, large sample and 

long-term trials are required in order to assess the potential 

toxicity of lanthanum in the liver.33 Moreover, some authors 

have recently reported cases of lanthanum deposition in the 

gastric mucosa associated with peculiar histiocytic lesions, 

but their clinical significance needs to be clarified.34,35

Beyond the described side effects of both classes of 

phosphate binders, another relevant issue is the lack of 

placebo-controlled randomized clinical trials evaluating the 

impact of these drugs on hard endpoints such as death and 

cardiovascular outcomes. As a consequence, at present, the 

treatment of hyperphosphatemia is mostly driven by clinical 

experience and evaluation of the individual patient.36

Hence, even though numerous drugs are already in use in 

clinical practice, the “ideal” phosphate binder still does not 

exist. It should be effective in binding dietary phosphate with 

low pill burden, minimal gastrointestinal or other untoward 

effects, and no interaction with other medications; it should 

be also devoid of safety concerns and inexpensive;37 this is 

the reason why new phosphate binders have been approved 

over recent years and others are being investigated for the 

treatment of phosphate imbalance in CKD.

Among them is bixalomer, an amine functional polymer 

that was launched in Japan in June 2012 for the treatment of 

hyperphosphatemia in dialysis patients. Bixalomer seems to 

effectively reduce phosphatemia with fewer gastrointestinal 

symptoms compared to sevelamer hydrochloride.38 Currently, 

approval for the extension of therapy to CKD patients not on 

dialysis is under evaluation,39 and two postmarketing clinical 

trials are ongoing to assess the safety and efficacy of long-

term use of bixalomer in hemodialysis (NCT01901107) and 

in peritoneal dialysis patients (NCT01903213).

Another available therapeutic option is RenaGum™. This 

is a chewing gum formulated with chitosan, a natural linear 

polysaccharide able to bind salivary phosphate in the mouth and 

gastrointestinal tract. Actually, it must be regarded as a medical 

food to be taken together with phosphate binders and not as 

a replacement for these drugs, but it has proven to efficiently 

contribute to lower phosphatemia in CKD patients.40–42

A new category of phosphate binders is represented 

by iron-based compounds. They include drugs still under 

investigation such as iron–magnesium hydroxycarbonate or 

SBR759,37 and drugs already available such as ferric citrate 

hydrate or sucroferric oxyhydroxide43; the last one will be 

discussed in more detail in the next sections of this review. 

The presence of iron confers to these drugs the ability to bind 

phosphorus in the gastrointestinal lumen. Taking iron-based 

phosphate binders might be accompanied by an increase in 

serum iron, so patients suffering from important hepatic or 

gastric diseases or with a history of hemochromatosis or other 

disorders characterized by iron accumulation have not been 

included in clinical trials for the potential risk of iron overload. 

Lastly, non-iron-based binders are also under investigation. 

An example is Genz-644470, a polymer showing the ability to 

effectively reduce serum phosphate in hemodialysis patients 

but with no advantages over sevelamer carbonate.44

Review of pharmacology, mode of 
action, and pharmacokinetics of 
iron oxyhydroxide
Iron(III)-oxyhydroxide is the pharmacologically active part 

of a compound named sucroferric oxyhydroxide (Velphoro®, 

PA21) and consisting of a mixture of polynuclear iron(III)-

oxyhydroxide, sucrose, and starches (Figure 1).45

This calcium-free iron-based phosphate binder was 

approved in the United States by the US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) in November 201346,47 and in Europe 

by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) in August 201448 

for the treatment of hyperphosphatemia in CKD patients 

receiving dialysis.

The final product is a chewable tablet containing 500 mg 

iron as polynuclear iron(III)-oxyhydroxide, sucrose, and 

starches, also known as sucroferric oxyhydroxide that is 

partially water-soluble. Digestion of sucrose results in the 

formation of glucose and fructose, while starch is digested 

to glucose and maltose. All obtained products are absorbed. 

Conversely, polynuclear iron(III)-oxyhydroxide is nearly 
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insoluble and this, although not completely, prevents iron 

being absorbed by the iron transporters of the duodenum. The 

function of sucrose molecules is to stabilize the iron, whereas 

starches help during the process of drug production.49,50

As for all iron-containing binders, the mechanism of 

action of sucroferric oxyhydroxide depends on the presence 

of iron. Experimental data suggest that the ability of this 

compound to bind phosphate is attributable to two different 

mechanisms. The first one is represented by the adsorption 

of phosphate to the iron complex. The second mechanism 

consists in the formation of iron phosphate through a chemi-

cal reaction that is favored by low pH values, such as those 

present within the stomach. In summary, the hypothesis is 

that the latter process basically occurs in the stomach whilst 

phosphate adsorption to the iron(III)-oxyhydroxide core hap-

pens in the intestinal lumen, both leading to the excretion of 

bound phosphate in the feces.49

Under experimental conditions reproducing adminis-

tration of the drug on an empty stomach and full stomach 

across the physiological pH range, sucroferric oxyhydroxide 

demonstrated to efficiently bind phosphate at every pH value 

and release more iron at the lowest pH in the absence of 

phosphate, whereas the amount of iron freed resulted in 

being much lower when phosphate was present and minimal 

with pH ranging from 2.5 to 8.5.45 In more detail, in vitro 

experiments showed that iron release was equal to 0.3% at 

higher pH values while it amounted to a maximum of 6.3% 

at a pH of 1.2–1.5; the last percentage went up to 67% using 

an artificial gastric juice without phosphate.49

It follows that iron uptake is greater in the fasting state 

and that, consequently, sucroferric oxyhydroxide must be 

taken with food.

In animal models treated with (59)Fe-radiolabeled sucro-

ferric oxyhydroxide, iron absorption was proven to be low 

and long-term therapy only slightly increased tissue iron 

levels without inducing toxicity.51

With regard to excretion of the drug in preclinical stud-

ies, radioactivity was detected only in feces and not in bile 

or urine.49

A further important point is that CKD patients often have 

to take many medications throughout the day and this could 

expose them to the risk of drug interactions. Recent studies 

involving healthy volunteers have documented a low risk of 

drug–drug interactions between sucroferric oxyhydroxide 

and some drugs commonly used in dialysis patients including 

losartan, furosemide, digoxin, warfarin, and omeprazole. 

Then, their dosage does not need to be adjusted if sucroferric 

oxyhydroxide is simultaneously administered.52 However, a 

potential adsorption of levothyroxine by sucroferric oxy-

hydroxide has been reported; then, it is recommended that 

levothyroxine should not be prescribed with this phosphate 

binder.49,53

Comparative efficacy, safety, 
and tolerability studies of iron 
oxyhydroxide in CKD
Over recent years, various clinical studies have been carried 

out to evaluate efficacy, safety, and tolerability of sucroferric 
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Figure 1 Molecular structure of sucroferric oxyhydroxide consisting of a mixture of polynuclear iron(III)-oxyhydroxide, sucrose, and starches.
Note: Iron(III)-oxyhydroxide is the pharmacologically active part.
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oxyhydroxide compared to other phosphate binders 

commonly used in clinical practice.

Preliminary data on safety and efficacy of the drug were 

provided by Phase I studies. Some were conducted to evaluate 

the risk of drug–drug interactions in healthy volunteers. As 

mentioned before, the risk turned out to be low with losartan, 

furosemide, omeprazole, digoxin, and warfarin.52

Another Phase I study recruited patients with stage 3–4 

CKD, patients on hemodialysis, and healthy subjects. The 

aim was to evaluate the effects of 1-week treatment with 

sucroferric oxyhydroxide 10 g/day on serum phosphate con-

centrations and the potential risk for iron overload. Therapy 

induced a significant decrease in phosphatemia and the most 

common adverse event was mild-to-moderate diarrhea. 

Moreover, the administration of a single dose of radiolabeled 

compound demonstrated that iron uptake was low.54

Later, a Phase II, randomized, active-controlled, multi-

center, open-label, dose-finding study (NCT00824460) was 

designed to evaluate efficacy and safety of different dosages 

of sucroferric oxyhydroxide (1.25, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, or 12.5 

g/day) as compared to sevelamer hydrochloride (4.8 g/day) 

for 6 weeks in a cohort of 154 hemodialysis patients. Serum 

phosphate significantly decreased in all groups except that 

receiving sucroferric oxyhydroxide 1.25 g/day; in particular, 

the 5 g/day and 7.5 g/day dosages were as efficacious as  

4.8 g/day of sevelamer hydrochloride. The adverse events that 

were more frequently reported included hypophosphatemia 

and discolored stools for all the sucroferric oxyhydroxide 

groups, and diarrhea, hypophosphatemia, and hypotension 

for sevelamer group. Their incidence and discontinuation 

rate owing to side effects were similar for both drugs.55 These 

findings were subsequently confirmed by larger studies.

A multicenter, open-label, two-stage, prospective, ran-

domized, parallel-group, active-controlled Phase III study 

(NCT01324128)56 compared sucroferric oxyhydroxide and 

sevelamer carbonate in a cohort of hemodialysis and peri-

toneal dialysis patients with hyperphosphatemia. Subjects 

were randomized to receive sucroferric oxyhydroxide 1.0–3.0 

g/day (n=707) and sevelamer 4.8–14.4 g/day (n=348) accord-

ing to the following scheme of therapy: an 8-week period 

for dose titration, 4 weeks without changing the doses, and 

a 12-week phase of maintenance treatment. After 12 weeks, 

serum phosphate similarly decreased in the two groups and 

the efficacy of both treatments was maintained comparable 

until week 24. It is noteworthy that this noninferiority was 

obtained with an average per day of 3.1 tablets of sucroferric 

oxyhydroxide and 8.1 of sevelamer calculated throughout 

the whole study. Moreover, for an additional 3-week period, 

50 patients were treated with maintenance dose of sucroferric 

oxyhydroxide and 49 patients with a low dose of the same 

drug (250 mg/day): serum phosphate control was achieved 

only with the maintenance dose. Nonadherence to therapy 

was lower for sucroferric oxyhydroxide than sevelamer. At 

least one adverse event was reported by 83.2% of patients 

treated with sucroferric oxyhydroxide and 76.1% of subjects 

receiving sevelamer, and withdrawals due to adverse events 

were higher in the first group than in the second one. Ferritin 

levels increased in both groups while transferrin saturation 

rose in patients treated with sucroferric oxyhydroxide. Such 

increases occurred early and then stabilized during the study 

period, suggesting no iron accumulation. Nevertheless, 

ferritin and transferrin saturation increases were greater 

in patients receiving sucroferric oxyhydroxide, indicating 

that minimal iron absorption cannot be excluded. The side 

effects more often observed in the sucroferric oxyhydroxide 

group were mild and transient diarrhea, discolored feces, and 

hyperphosphatemia; patients treated with sevelamer mainly 

experienced constipation and nausea. However, incidence 

of severe and serious adverse events and death was similar 

between the two treatment arms. This study concluded that 

sucroferric oxyhydroxide lowered serum phosphate in dialy-

sis patients as effectively as sevelamer carbonate but with a 

lower pill burden and better adherence to therapy.

Afterwards, 644 eligible patients of this trial were 

enrolled for a 28-week open-label Phase III extension study 

(NCT01464190)57 during which they continued to receive the 

same treatment at the same dose as at the end of the first study 

(n=384 sucroferric oxyhydroxide; n=260 sevelamer). The 

aim was to examine efficacy and tolerability of sucroferric 

oxyhydroxide in the long-term. The results confirmed those 

achieved in the initial study: indeed, sucroferric oxyhydroxide 

proved to efficiently reduce serum phosphate levels and this 

was associated with lower pill burden, good tolerability, and 

no evidence of iron accumulation.

Other clinical trials have been designed to investigate 

the effects of sucroferric oxyhydroxide in the long-term 

in hemodialysis (NCT01833494), peritoneal dialysis 

(NCT01852682), and associated with calcium carbonate in 

hemodialysis (NCT01850641). They have been completed 

but no results are yet available.

Patient-focused perspectives 
such as quality of life and patient 
satisfaction/acceptability
The clinical studies described in the previous section have 

revealed that therapy with sucroferric oxyhydroxide shows 
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a safety profile that is similar to that of other calcium-free 

phosphate binders and requires a lower pill burden to achieve 

the same efficacy.

High number of pills is associated with poor health-

related quality of life in chronic dialysis patients, and tradi-

tional phosphate binders represent approximately a half of 

their daily pill burden.58

As described in the European Medicines Agency Assess-

ment report on Velphoro®,49 the authors of the NCT01324128 

Phase III clinical trial56 included evaluation of quality of life 

(standard SF-36 questionnaire – Version 2.0) and patient 

preference and satisfaction (Likert scale) among the second-

ary objectives of the study.

Quality of life scores changed only slightly from baseline 

and no significant differences were recorded between sucro-

ferric oxyhydroxide group and sevelamer group. Similarly, 

patient satisfaction for the current phosphate binder did not 

differ between the two arms of treatment as for number of 

pills, ease of intake, and overall satisfaction neither at base-

line nor over time.

The reason for these results could be that pill burden is 

a relevant aspect to take into account in the management of 

chronic diseases because it affects adherence to therapies, 

but most likely it is not the major element in determining 

quality of life if compared to other factors, most notably the 

disease itself and the dialysis treatment in the specific case. 

However there is no doubt that a low pill burden increases 

acceptability of and compliance to the treatment. This helps 

drugs, including phosphate binders, to be effective thereby 

potentially reducing morbidity and mortality.

Conclusion
At present, nephrologists have the opportunity to treat CKD-

MBD by choosing from different drugs that allow control-

ling hyperphosphatemia in the late stages of renal failure. 

However, the therapeutic decision is generally based on an 

individual approach and probably the treatment is started 

too late compared to the earlier onset of calcium/phosphate 

imbalance in CKD. Furthermore, the current available drugs 

may not be as maximally effective as desirable and their use 

is often associated with high pill burden and side effects. All 

these factors definitely contribute to the still substantial car-

diovascular morbidity and mortality attributable to increased 

phosphate and FGF23 serum levels in patients with renal 

impairment. Accordingly, these are also the reasons why 

researchers are looking for new phosphate binders that are 

expected to be not only effective but also more tolerated than 

those already in use in the clinical practice.

Iron-based non-calcium phosphate binders, such as 

sucroferric oxyhydroxide, may represent an interesting alter-

native to address and solve the issues described. Although 

comparative clinical studies with lanthanum carbonate are 

lacking,43 sucroferric oxyhydroxide has proven to be as effec-

tive as sevelamer with a similar rate of undesirable effects 

and the need for a lower number of pills.

Moreover, sucroferric oxyhydroxide was able to reduce 

serum phosphate and intact parathyroid hormone concen-

trations and prevent the development of vascular calcifica-

tions in a rat model of chronic renal failure as effectively as 

lanthanum carbonate and sevelamer carbonate. Sucroferric 

oxyhydroxide also induced a significant decrease in FGF23 

levels.59 Iron itself seems to be involved in the regulation of 

FGF23 levels. In particular, iron status is an independent 

negative predictor of plasma FGF23 concentration and iron 

supplementation is associated with a significant decrease 

in FGF23 values.60 This is likely due to the role of iron and 

iron-related pathways in FGF23 synthesis and processing 

mechanisms.61 As a consequence of this regulatory action 

and the negative association between iron therapy and FGF23 

serum levels documented in dialysis patients,62 iron adminis-

tration per se and also treatment with iron-based phosphate 

binders may be helpful in the control of bone metabolism 

decreasing FGF23 both directly and by reducing phosphate 

intestinal absorption.

The most important concern arising from the clinical 

use of sucroferric oxyhydroxide regards the potential iron 

overload, especially in specific categories of patients. The 

chemical structure of sucroferric oxyhydroxide prevents 

iron absorption in the gastrointestinal tract, but experimental 

studies performed to evaluate pharmacokinetics have shown 

that a minimal percentage of iron is actually absorbed, even 

though without inducing toxicity. For this reason, patients 

with a recent episode of peritonitis, significant gastric or 

hepatic disease, and history of major gastrointestinal surgery, 

hemochromatosis, or other disorders with iron accumulation 

have not been included in clinical trials. It follows that close 

monitoring of iron homeostasis is mandatory when sucrofer-

ric oxyhydroxide is administered to these subjects. On the 

other hand, CKD patients often show iron deficiency63 and 

receive oral or intravenous iron supplementation. Several 

drug formulations are currently available, each of which is 

characterized by different iron content per pill (eg, ferrous 

gluconate: 300 mg, equivalent to 37.5 mg of elemental 

iron; ferrous sulfate: 329.7 mg, corresponding to 105 mg of 

elemental iron) and pharmacokinetic profile. Iron absorption 

occurring with sucroferric oxyhydroxide, which contains  
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500 mg of iron as polynuclear iron(III)-oxyhydroxide in  

each tablet, could potentially reduce costs of anemia thera-

pies,64 but this hypothetical advantage should be confirmed 

in long-term comparative efficacy studies with commonly 

used iron supplements.

Due to the presence of sucrose, the drug is contraindi-

cated in the rare hereditary cases of fructose intolerance, 

glucose–galactose malabsorption, or sucrase–isomaltase 

insufficiency. Furthermore, discolored feces may mask 

eventual gastrointestinal bleeding and this is another issue 

that requires attention.49

Another major problem for the nephrologist is when to 

start treatment of hyperphosphatemia. As hypothesized for 

traditional phosphate binders,23 also iron-based binders may 

potentially be more effective in slowing down CKD-MBD pro-

gression if started earlier in stage 3–4 CKD. Indeed, phosphate 

appears not to be the ideal biomarker of calcium/phosphate 

imbalance since its serum levels are maintained within the 

normal range for a long time by the compensatory increase 

in parathyroid hormone and, even first, FGF23. Most likely, 

FGF23 itself might better drive clinical management of CKD-

MBD, but large trials are needed to standardize measurement 

methods and physiological values of this biomarker.

In conclusion, the overall benefit–risk balance of sucro-

ferric oxyhydroxide is deemed to be positive because of 

the efficacy, safety profile, and only limited potential iron 

absorption. This iron-based phosphate binder may therefore 

represent a new good option for the treatment of hyperphos-

phatemia in CKD patients on dialysis.
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